[Molecular aspects of apoptosis].
Corresponding to its importance in cell count homeostasis in the body, apoptosis is a tightly regulated phenomenon. Both extracellular and intracellular molecules provide multiple regulatory and counter-regulatory pathways. Cell death is usually a response to the cell microenvironment, where the absence of certain factors (survival factors) or the presence of lethal factors promotes apoptosis. Surrounding cells, soluble mediators and the extracellular matrix regulate cell death and survival. Surrounding cells can synthesize survival or lethal factors. The intracellular regulation of apoptosis is also one of the forefront fields in biomedicine research. During the past five years, tremendous progress has been made in understanding apoptosis as a result of molecular identification of the key components of this intracellular suicide program. Biochemical activation of these key components of the cell death program is responsible for the morphological changes observed in apoptosis, including mitochondrial damage, nuclear membrane breakdown, DNA fragmentation, chromatin condensation and the formation of apoptotic bodies. Caspase activation plays a central role in the execution of apoptosis. Most caspases are constitutively expressed as inactive proenzymes (procaspases) in the cytosol and according to some reports in the mitohondria. Caspases are sequentially activated by proteolysis during apoptosis. In this review, we focus on the biochemical pathways that control caspase activation, particularly the activation pathways that are initiated by cell surface death receptors and mitochondria.